To every cusp form f of weight two an AF -algebra A f (an operator algebra) is assigned. The properties of A f are studied in the case when f is a Hecke eigenform. A conjecture on the K-theory of the Bost-Connes algebra is formulated.
Introduction
A. A modular curve with one cusp. Let p > 1 be a prime number and consider a finite index subgroup, Γ 0 (p), of the modular group given by the formula:
Consider an orbifold H/Γ 0 (p), where H = {z = x + iy ∈ C | y > 0} is the Lobachevsky plane endowed with the metric ds = |dx|/y and Γ 0 (p) is acting by the linear fractional isometries of H. It is known that the orbifold has µ ∞ (p) = d|p ϕ(GCD (d, p|d)) = 1 cusps, where ϕ is the Euler (totient) function [11] , p. 272. To compactify H/Γ 0 (p) at the cusp, one adds a boundary to H so that H * = H ∪ Q ∪ {∞} and the compact Riemann surface X 0 (p) = H * /Γ 0 (p) is called a modular curve (with one cusp).
B. The cusp forms of weight two. Recall that a collection of the meromorphic functions f (z) on H, which vanish at the cusp and such that:
is called a space of cusp forms of weight two. Such a space will be denoted by
where Ω hol (X 0 (p)) is the space of holomorphic differentials on the Riemann surface X 0 (p). Note that
is the genus of X 0 (p). A Hecke operator, T n , acts on S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) by the formula T 2 f = m∈Z γ(m)q m , where γ(m) = a|GCD(m,n) ac mn/a 2 and f (z) = m∈Z c(m)q m is the Fourier series of the cusp form f at the infinity. The T n is a self-adjoint linear operator on the vector space S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) endowed with the Petersson inner product and the algebra T p := Z[T 1 , T 2 , . . .] is a commutative algebra. Any cusp form f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (p)), which is an eigenvector for one (and hence all) of T n ∈ T p , is referred to as a Hecke eigenform.
C. The AF -algebras. The C * -algebra is an algebra A over C with a norm a → ||a|| and an involution a → a * such that it is complete with respect to the norm and ||ab|| ≤ ||a|| ||b|| and ||a * a|| = ||a 2 || for all a, b ∈ A. The C * -algebras have been introduced by Murray and von Neumann as the rings of bounded operators on a Hilbert space and any such an algebra can be viewed as a topological space, which is either Hausdorff or noncommutative (Gelfand's theorem). Each simple finite-dimensional C * -algebra is isomorphic to the algebra M n (C) of the complex n × n matrices. A natural completion of the finite-dimensional semisimple C * -algebras (as n → ∞) is known as an AF -algebra [7] . The AF -algebra is most conveniently given by an infinite graph, which records the inclusion of the finite-dimensional subalgebras into the AF -algebra. The graph is called a Bratteli diagram. In an important special case when the diagram is periodic, the AF -algebra is called stationary. In the addition to a regular isomorphism ∼ =, the C * -algebras A, A ′ are called stably isomorphic whenever A ⊗ K ∼ = A ′ ⊗ K, where K is the AF -algebra of compact operators.
D. Objectives. Our note has the following aim: (i) to attach an AF -algebra, A f , to each cusp form f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) and (ii) to study the AF -algebra in the case when f is a Hecke eigenform.
E. An AF -algebra A f . Let f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) be a cusp form of the weight two and ω = f dz the corresponding holomorphic differential on the modular curve X 0 (p). Denote by H 1 (X 0 (p), Sing ω; Z) a first homology of X 0 (p) relatively the zeroes of the form ω. Since |Sing ω| = 1, the rank of the abelian group H 1 (X 0 (p), Sing ω; Z) is equal to 2g, 1 where g is the genus of X 0 (p), and we let {γ 1 , . . . , γ 2g } be a basis of the group. Finally, let φ = Re ω be a closed 1-form on the surface X = X 0 (p) and λ i = γi φ the periods of φ. Denote by θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ 2g−1 ) a vector with the coordinates θ i = λ i+1 /λ 1 and consider the Jacobi-Perron continued fraction [3] of θ:
T is a vector of the non-negative integers, I the unit matrix and I = (0, . . . , 0, 1)
T . By the definition, A f is an AF -algebra given by the Bratteli diagram, whose incidence matrices coincide with
(The reader can recognize that A f is a C * -algebra attached to a measured foliation, F , on X given by the vertical trajectories of the differential ω. The space of such foliations is canonically isomorphic to the space S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) by the virtue of a theorem of Hubbard and Masur [9] . This important fact, however, will never be exploited in the sequel.)
is a Hecke eigenform. By End (H p ) we shall understand an endomorphism ring of the dimension group of H p . A summary of our results can be formulated as follows.
Theorem 1
The H := H p is a stationary AF -algebra and End (H) ∼ = T p .
G. Structure of the paper. The note is organized as follows. The main theorem is proved in section 2. In section 3 a conjecture on the K-theory of the Bost-Connes algebras is formulated. Since the note does not include a formal section on the preliminaries, we encourage the reader to consult [7] (AFalgebras), [11] (cusp forms) and [3] , [15] (the Jacobi-Perron continued fractions).
Proof
We shall use a standard dictionary existing between the AF -algebras and their dimension groups [7] . Instead of dealing with the AF -algebra H, we shall work with its dimension group G H = (G, G + ), where G ∼ = Z 2g is the lattice and
is a positive cone of the lattice. The G H is the additive abelian group with an order, which defines the AF -algebra H up to a stable isomorphism. We shall arrange the proof in a series of lemmas. First, let us show that A f (and H) is a correctly defined algebra.
Lemma 1
The stable isomorphism class of A f is independent of a choice of the basis in the homology group H 1 (X 0 (p), Sing ω; Z) and depends solely on the form f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (p)).
Proof. Denote by m
j=1 a ij γ j for a matrix A = (a ij ) ∈ GL 2g (Z). Then using the integration rules: 
It is well known that the eigenvalues, t n , of the Hecke operators T n ∈ T p acting on S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) are real algebraic integers. Let K be a number field, which is an extension of Q by the eigenvalues. Note that deg (K|Q) = 2g.
Lemma 2
The periods λ i of a scaled Hecke eigenform f belong to the field K.
Proof. Let m H = Zλ 1 + . . . + Zλ 2g be a Z-module generated by the periods λ i . Let us find the effect of the Hecke operators T n on m H . By the definition of a Hecke eigenform, T n f = t n f for all T n ∈ T p . In view of the isomorphism S 2 (Γ 0 (p)) ∼ = Ω hol (X 0 (p)), one gets T n ω = t n ω for ω = f dz. Then Re (T n ω) = T n (Re ω) = Re (t n ω) = t n Re ω. Therefore, T n φ = t n φ, where φ = Re ω. The action of T n on m H can be written as T n (m H ) = H1 T n φ = H1 t n φ = t n m H , where Sing ω; Z) . Thus, the Hecke operator act on the module m H by the multiplication by an algebraic integer t n ∈ K.
Recall that if T ∈ M 2g (Z) is an endomorphism of R 2g such that T x = µx, then the eigenvector x can be scaled so that x ∈ K 2g , where K = Q(µ). (This is an exercise in the linear algebra.) In view of the fact, T n is an endomorphism of the module m H such that T n λ = t n λ, where λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ 2g ) is an eigenvector of T n . Thus λ ∈ K 2g , where K = Q(t n ).
Lemma 3
The λ i are linearly independent over Q.
Proof. Let to the contrary, r 1 λ 1 + . . . + r 2g λ 2g = 0 for r i ∈ Q not all zero. Then one can add the last equation to the system of the homogeneous equations (T n − t n I)λ = 0. Clearly, the equation 2g i=1 r i λ i = 0 must be a linear combination (over Q) of the equations of the system (T n − t n I)λ = 0. In particular, the first column of the system has the coefficients all rational except one, which is an algebraic number. But there exists no linear combination (over Q) between the rationals and an algebraic number. By the contradiction, the lemma is proved.
It follows from lemma 3, that m H is a full module in the number field K. Denote by End (m H ) the ring of the endomorphisms of m H , i.e. a collection of α ∈ O K such that αm H ⊆ m H , where O K is the ring of integers of K. It is well known that End (m H ) is an order (a subring of O K containing Z). Denote by U H a group of units of End (m H ). Such a group is non-trivial for any order in the number field [4] , p.112. Let us take an arbitrary but non-trivial unit u ∈ U H and consider the following equality of the Z-modules:
It follows from the above equality that there exists a matrix A u ∈ GL 2g (Z) such that uλ = A u λ, where λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ 2g ). Moreover, it can always be assumed that A u ∈ GL Lemma 4 The λ is the limit of a periodic Jacobi-Perron continued fraction.
Proof. According to [2] , Prop.3, the matrix A u can be uniquely factorized as
T are the vectors of the non-negative integers. By [15] , Satz XII, the periodic continued fraction
Since the equation A u λ = uλ is also satisfied, we conclude that λ and λ ′ are the collinear vectors. But the collinear vectors have the identical Jacobi-Perron fractions.
The first claim of theorem 1 follows from the lemma 4, since H is the AFalgebra given by a periodic Bratteli diagram. To prove the second claim, let us denote by ρ : T p → End (m H ) a homomorphism of the Hecke ring into the ring of endomorphisms of the module m H , given by the formula T n → t n ∈ End (m H ), where t n is an eigenvalue of the Hecke operator T n . Note that ρ is injective since the spectra of two commuting self-adjoint operators are either disjoint or coincide. Let us show that ρ is surjective. Since End (m H ) is an order in K, let {ω 1 , . . . , ω 2g } be a basis in the order. Let T i = ρ −1 (ω i ). Since T p is a vector space of dimension 2g, the Hecke operators {T 1 , . . . , T 2g } can be taken for a basis in T p . Thus, every α ∈ End (m H ) is the image of T = α i T i , where α = α i ω i . Thus, ρ is a surjective homomorphism. Since ρ is also injective, we conclude that it is an isomorphism, i.e. T p ∼ = End (m H ).
Remarks
Let (H, H 0 ) be a Hecke pair [12] . A C * -algebra C * r (H, H 0 ) has been introduced by Bost and Connes [5] and extensively studied in [1] , [6] , [8] , [10] , [13] , [14] , [16] and others. Let GL (If true, the conjecture provides a K-theory for the Bost-Connes algebras.)
